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ABSTRACT

The objectives in this case study of the holistic self-assessment by video recording for beginners in singing class at the Mifa Music Academy in Bangkok were (1) to create the holistic self-assessment for the beginners in a singing class, (2) to study the efficiency of the holistic self-assessment for the beginners in the singing class, and (3) to study the beginners’ achievement by using holistic self-assessment. The study was conducted with 10 beginners in the singing class at Mifa Music Academy.

The research instruments consisted of (1) the holistic self-assessment by video recording of their singing ability prior to (pre-test) and after (post-test) the class, (2) the review for basics of singing including 5 topics, which were singing posture, breathing, vocalization, vowels, and communicating a song, (3) the formative test for beginners of singing class, and (4) video recording.

The results of this research were (1) the holistic self-assessment by video recording had index of item objective congruence (IOC) scores between 0.6 – 1, (2) the holistic self-assessment by video recording had the standard efficiency of 88.32/80.20, which was higher than the expected value at 70/70, and (3) the student’s achievement by using the holistic self-assessment by video recording was statistically significant (P ≤ .05) and the average score at post-test was higher than the average score at pre-test.
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